Parking and Location - Details

Clark Kerr Campus (Sessions and Presentations)
Parking Lot: Southwest Lot, Venue: Krutch Auditorium

- Upon arrival at Clark Kerr Campus, please park in the Southwest Lot (marked by the indigo “P” pin).
- Enter the Southwest Lot via Warring St as shown by the red arrow.
- The Southwest Lot is located near the Krutch Auditorium (marked by the red pin) where registration and events will take place.
- At registration, you will be provided with a parking pass for the Southwest Lot, which you will place inside your vehicle.
- To access the Krutch Auditorium from the Southwest Lot, follow the dotted red line.

UC Berkeley Main Campus (Lab Tour)
Parking Lot: Upper Hearst Structure, Venue: Cory Hall

- Upon arrival at the main campus, please park in the Upper Hearst Structure (marked by the indigo “P” pin). The parking pass provided at registration is valid for the Upper Hearst Structure.
- Enter the Upper Hearst Structure via La Loma Ave as shown by the red arrow.
- The Upper Hearst Structure is located across the street from Cory Hall (marked by the red pin) where the lab tour will take place.
- BPEC students will meet you by the Hearst Ave entrance to Cory Hall
- To access Cory Hall from the Upper Hearst Structure, follow the dotted red line.